
Our western culture makes it most impossible to approach Seneca. Everything about him evokes a

set of indignations that Seneca becomes immediatelly unaprochable. Our new moral values just

makes it impossible to deal with such an old white man who owned much capital and slaves and

covered one of the highest positions in the most awful and tyrannical empires. Immediatelly we

could then dismiss this man or just try to attempt to set up some sort of weak defence about him. We

could point out how for example Stoicism, the movement Seneca represented was in fact rather

anti-emperialistic (let's think of Cato Uticensis, the highest and most rightful Stoic figure who died

in his attempt to go against Cesar and the transforming of Rome from a republic to an empire), we

could point how Seneca, at least according to what he writes was not living a lavishing life and tried

in fact to conduct a most frugal one and lastly we could point out how heroically he died as a

Socrate committing suicide. All these attempts however are just feeble and cannot whitistand the

sort of manner in which today we judge humanists just based on rather materialistic and bodily

apparence. There are plenty of discussions here to be made especially departing from the classic

idea that no matter our body and certainly no matter the tendencies of our body it is the soul that

ought to be worked on. Needless to say however the greatest mistake of our contemporary culture in

dismissing Seneca lays in the failure of understanding that he is not the author of a philosophy of

life but he is a rare and precious receptacle of an ancient and rather oral philosophy. Therefore we

ought not to consider Seneca the author but rather Seneca's writings as a unique testimony of a

philosophy that was spoken and transmitted from generation to generation, from teacher to students

and came under threat right with the new era of Rome as an empire under rulers that came to

persecute  philosophers,  that  saw in  the  Roman  philosophy of  life  of  that  time  a  threat  to  the

incredible power machinery that despotism came to create. As a matter of fact this philosophy of

life taught Romans not to give in to the sort of wealth and corruption that this new regime came to

generate.  Here in  this  philosophy,  in  the writings  of Seneca we can find the roots to  the very

Christian religion that some centuries later emperor Costantinous had the brilliant idea to turn into

the religion of the empire. Thus here at the source we can attempt to revive a philosophy before it

got strumentalized into a dogmatic religion with all its awful and most corrupted and corruptive

apparatus. I will do so by summarizing and expanding on each of the letters that Seneca wrote to

Lucillus. I will stop then to talk about Seneca here or Seneca there and mostly focus and comment

the material trying to make it more meaningful for our increasingly more captivated lives.



L001 From our contemporary point of view so much focused on capital, this letter is somewhat of a

personal revolution; it basically puts time as the only true thing we can own and be in control of.

Time  is  wasted  away  in  whatever  occupation  especially  in  the  work  we  do  as  clerks  of  a

bureaucratic machine. Time is running out and we ought to use it to exalt our human nature, to fully

manifest it. Self-examination becomes the way we can make this capital flourish and live it in its

full.  This  is  particularly important  when we come to  think  of  our  contemporary lives  that  are

increasingly suck in institutional frameworks of which we become a little insignificant cog that, no

matter how big, can be at any time replaced by another cog.  It is essential here to underline how

self-examination is the only way we have to create an existential framework which we can use to

keep out and be autonomous of the frameworks that so much steal our time. We ought to move on

setting up existential type of framework which enable us to appreciate every single drop of life

draining away from us like the wine from a barrel. At last the idea is to really become the full

managers of our time, to really enhance a testimony of it by our constant mindful engagement with

it trying to be as free as possible not from our natural duties that are but the rhythm with which the

seasons  of  our  lives  proceed,  but  rather  from  the  sophisticated  and  artificial  duty  that  these

governmental and business or merely hedonistic frameworks oblige to comply to. It is not therefore

a matter of trying to brand ourselves and gain fame within a framework and try to keep up a certain

status but it is a matter of subtracting ourselves and recover in a more existential dimension our

human nature and loose no more time in, as far as we can, in things that are not related with our

humaness, particularly then in things that turns it into a mere function of these frameworks. This is

a particularly meaningful discussion not only in relation to our time on earth as individuals but

especially in relation to our time on earth for the whole humanity.  It  is  likely that this time is

coming to an end and it is clear that it is right all that institutional set ups and all the burocracy we

comply to that accelerate the consumption of such time. Becoming owner as individuals of our own

time,  fully investing  in  it,  in  our  existences  is  the  only way to let  more  time to the  whole of

humanity as well, thus not to comply too much with its time consuming frameworks. The question

is here however whether there is a drive to make our time on earth more worth it not knowing if

there is some other species that can appreciate our effort in the future.


